
 

THE UNMARKED DOOR COMBINES IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING 

AND LIVE MUSIC WITH CRIMSON CABARET 

 

Immersive Experience Transports Guests Into A Cold War Era Cabaret With Original Score By 

Composer Rolfe Kent, Live Jazz Band, and High-Stakes Espionage Storyline  

 

Tickets to The Unmarked Door’s Crimson Cabaret Available Now  

  

LOS ANGELES, CA– The Unmarked Door, a Los Angeles-based immersive experience company, 

transports guests to 1960s Berlin in Crimson Cabaret for an evening of immersive interaction, era-

inspired craft cocktails, live original songs and music, dark romance, and a world full of secrets.  

 

Crimson Cabaret attendees will enter a nightclub in 1963 Germany just under the shadow of the Berlin 

Wall where everyone is a spy and no one can be trusted. Ticket holders will get the opportunity to 

choose their new identities and read through secret documents prior to arrival. During Crimson Cabaret 

guests will engage with secret agents and be slipped notes with assigned missions to complete 

throughout the evening. This multi-sensory exploration will transform guests into spies as tensions rise 

during the Cold War, conspiracy theories and speculations are whispered over cocktails, and cabaret 

acts provide a good “cover” for agents.  

 

Since 2017, The Unmarked Door team has been creating music-driven immersive experiences including 

the enchanting The Heart of Winter (2017), the chilling The Witnessing (2018), and the one-night charity 

engagement Time Travel Cabaret (2019). Led by The Unmarked Door’s creative director and film 

composer Rolfe Kent (Mean Girls, About Schmidt, and Up In The Air) and company manager Savannah 

Wheeler, the musically driven experimental show Crimson Cabaret will be co-written and directed by 

established immersive performer Lola Kelly (Delusion) and produced in partnership with Moon/Shine 

Experiential, formerly of Cartel: Collaborative Arts LA.  

 

Crimson Cabaret runs Thursday through Sunday evenings beginning December 5, 2019 and concluding 

December 31, 2019 with a special New Year’s Eve engagement. The secret location will be revealed to 

guests/future spies prior to their experience date. General admission and VIP package tickets to the 

strictly 21+ experience are non-refundable and expected to sell out quickly!  

 

Tickets for Crimson Cabaret are now available at www.theunmarkeddoor.com/crimsoncabaret  

 

### 

 

About The Unmarked Door 

The Unmarked Door is a Los Angeles-based immersive experience company that creates whimsical 

musical worlds to be explored and interacted with. Founded by adventurous spirit and award-winning 

https://www.theunmarkeddoor.com/
https://www.theunmarkeddoor.com/crimsoncabaret


 

film composer Rolfe Kent (Dexter, Legally Blonde, Sideways, Up in the Air). Creator of THE HEART OF 

WINTER, THE WITNESSING, THE SLEEPING SWIM, and TIME TRAVEL CABARET.  

 

Follow along on social at @TheUnmarkedDoor on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube 
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